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OIL Group of Companies

“We much appreciate all your

assistance in this project. We

considered your commitment to the

assignment exemplary, and the final

product thought-provoking and

well-presented. We congratulate you

on a job well done. ”Jack Wesley, former CEO

eReinsure.com Inc.

“We selected Certusbecause of their consultingteam’s broad understanding ofthe business / economicenvironment and ability toeffectively communicate theresults of their work.

”Igor Best-Devereux, CEO

Major global construction company

“Certus always bring a high

level of creativity to our problem

solving discussions – and are one of

our most valuable partners.

”Senior Vice President 

Risk Management

For further information please contact:

David Scott, CEO

Certus is a multi-disciplinary corporate risk
strategy organisation that provides general
consulting services to the insurance industry and
seeks commercial advantage for clients in other
sectors, from developing knowledge and
understanding of how risk affects their business.

Incorporating the intellectual processes of
different specialities, we provide a positive
approach to risk, helping our clients deal
with it in a smart, productive way – and
aiming to establish risk strategy within the
mainstream context of corporate planning
and development.
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W h a t  m a k e s  u s  d i f f e r e n t

Asset & Risk
Evaluation
Asset & Risk
Evaluation

Benchmark ResearchBenchmark Research

Risk Strategy
Helping achieve a better knowledge
of risk for more informed strategic
planning and improved investment
and operational decisions.

Product &
Brand Development

Marketing and creative input from
people who understand the risk
business, working alongside industry
specialists

For a major US utility company, we developed the concept of combining top-down

and bottom-up research and analysis, to create a valuation and risk model involving

a range of different types of generating equipment and fuels – overlaying insurance

loss data on replacement values calculated by Certus Network’s specialist insurance

engineers from an industry survey of equipment types.

Sponsored by a group of energy mutuals, we conducted an extensive benchmark study

– specifically designed to provide valuable industry information to energy sector risk

managers. Respondents were able to complete the online questionnaire at their own

convenience, with results able to be efficiently tabulated and reported – including

unique ‘peer group’ feedback based on a respondent’s chosen comparison companies.

A Different Way to
Place Re/insurance
A Different Way to
Place Re/insurance

We have worked with a leading online re/insurance placement system to develop a much

more integrated and efficient method for corporate clients to maintain and manage

their re/insurance purchasing. This offers a secure environment for the recording of all

suggestions, submissions, negotiations and

transactions and offers an exciting, different way to

do business – either direct or alongside your brokers

– all with full Sarbanes-Oxley compliance.

For a multi-billion pound, highly complex engineering project – with major political

and economic implications – we were engaged to provide risk assessment for an

insurance programme to provide cover against cost overruns. We co-ordinated

quantitative and qualitative data to support the proposal and developed financial

models to analyse and help manage the risk exposures.

For one of the world’s largest construction companies, we have created a project

portfolio analysis tool which risk profiles the individual project and its fit into the

overall portfolio. This improves project pricing and profitability, helps identify

potential projects with a better portfolio match, and examines the actual and

potential corporate aggregate risk position.

For a leading insurance mutual, a capital adequacy model has been created to allow

the management to view its capital dynamics from a new perspective and consider

strategic options to fit its capital structure to changing circumstances.

Risk is always a factor in commercial life… but fully understanding the particular risks your organisation
faces can mean turning them to your benefit.

Our prime objective is to help our clients’ businesses by treating risk
in a positive way and using it to their best advantage.

We have recognised that this needs a truly multi-disciplinary team to
think differently, make connections, and to form a synthesis between
mathematics and creativity: what we like to call Risk Mathematics &
Risk Cognition.

We use advanced statistical and analytical techniques to identify and quantify the exact nature of the risks
our clients face.

Then - combining industry expertise, business knowledge, academic understanding and creative flair – we can
propose the right strategic solutions to deal with the type and level of risk involved in the most appropriate
way for the benefit of your organisation.

We also have the resources to help implement these realistically and flexibly. The Certus Network is designed to
be versatile – using professional staff, associates and specialist consultants employing a variety of techniques.

We offer the full range of skills essential to helping solve our clients' risk issues (plus a few unexpected ones):
insurance, risk management, reinsurance, finance and accounting, statistics, risk engineering, broking,
investment, sales and marketing, corporate strategy, communications, capital modelling and more. We operate
worldwide from our UK base and also have consultants and associates in North and South America.

P r o v e n  s o l u t i o n sP r o v e n  s o l u t i o n sW h a t  m a k e s  u s  d i f f e r e n t

Risk MathematicsRisk Mathematics

Capital AdequacyCapital Adequacy

Project Portfolio 
Risk Profiling
Project Portfolio
Risk Profiling

Project Risk SupportProject Risk Support

Risk CognitionRisk Cognition

The Certus NetworkThe Certus Network

Risk Training
Training to help line managers
recognise that risk has a direct cost
– and that their actions can
dramatically reduce the risk exposure.

Risk Management Tools
A variety of specialised tools – most developed by Certus from actual business problems – which can be deployed quickly and effectively in similar
circumstances or modified and applied to a range of risk-related situations. Please ask for further details or visit www.certus.eu.com
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